Options
◆--------------------------- Monitor Mounts ---------------------------◆

Secure Pop-Up Mount

M-POP Pop Up Monitor Mount
Most LCD monitors can be mounted on our gas-shock frame that allows the monitor to lay flat or pop up. This mount
is very effective with touch screens plus the security of a VESA mount can be increased with security cables.

Open LCD Monitor Mount

Recessed Open LCD Mount

M-MON-L Open LCD Monitor Mount
This is a simple mount that ensures compatibility with
a wide range of monitors. The well is 3” deep and open
in the back for cabling.

M-LCD Recessed Open LCD Monitor Mount
An enclosed well is constructed and the monitor is mounted
on a VESA mount.

Recessed Glass/Plexiglass LCD Mount

Recessed Mount with Locking Cover

M-LCD-PG Recessed Monitor w/Plexiglass
M-LCD-TG Recessed Mon w/Tempered Glass
An enclosed well is made and the monitor is mounted on
a VESA mount. A plexiglass or tempered glass cover is
installed to protect the monitor.

M-LCD-SP Security Cover w/Plexiglass
M-LCD-SG Security Cover w/Tempered Glass
An enclosed well with the monitor mounted on a VESA
mount. A locking frame is installed to protect the monitor.

Recessed VESA Mount

Ergotron LCD Mounts

M-RVM Recessed VESA Monitor Mount
The most economical mount is just a fixed VESA mount on
the back wall with a notch in the work surface. The monitor
is out of sight to the audience and the notch allows the
speaker to see the entire screen.

MMI Monitor Mount Install
We supply and install Ergotron articulated mounts or we
will install mounts sent to us.
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Front Recessed Monitor Display

M-FRMD
A monitor can be mounted in the audience side of a lectern or
desk for digital signage. Fixed or swing out mounts available.

Electric Monitor Rotator

MEMR-24 Electric Monitor Rotator
This mechanism rotates a monitor in a table or desk at the
touch of a button. The movement is quiet, sturdy, and reliable.
For monitors up to 24” diagonally.

Touch Screen Monitor Mount

SYM-24 Touch Panel Mount
This mount accommodates the adjustable angle mechanism
on large touch screen monitors. When the monitor is at
its lowest position, it is flush with the work surface. It can
also be installed in slant or flat top lecterns. Mount is not
included in split top cost.

Small Monitor Mount Box

M-MB Small Mount Box
These boxes are hand made to fit small monitors. Size, angle,
and finish as needed.
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